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The NO-NONSENSE GUIDE to
WORLD POPULATION
Vanessa Baird
Foreword

‘There are shortages that threaten the world and the survival of humans and other species within it – scarcities of equity, justice, genuine democracy and respect for nature.’

‘The “problem” with global population – if there is one – is too many rich people consuming too much, not too many poor people.’

‘The idea that population pressure inevitably leads to increased land degradation is a much-repeated myth. It does not.’

These quotes from this book give a good sense of what it is about. ‘Population is so often about something else, something other than sheer human numbers.’ As this book describes, many of those lobbying for ‘population control’ are a pretty unsavory bunch. They use inaccurate or misleading statements about what they term ‘over-population’ as a cover for their racist views or their support for eugenics. They include the anti-immigration lobby in high-income nations who often exaggerate the scale of immigration. As this book points out, the countries with the biggest increase in refugees in recent years are actually not those with high incomes but those in Asia and Africa that are next to conflict-torn nations.

But as support for ‘over-population’ was waning in the 1990s, so the dangers posed by climate change came to be recognized and allowed a new set of inaccurate claims – this time regarding the contribution of population growth to climate change. If the impact of climate change is portrayed as tens of millions of immigrants rushing to high-income nations, it helps underpin completely inappropriate responses. If population growth is a major contributor to the growth in greenhouse-gas emissions, this will also
underpin completely inappropriate responses. And neither of these responses do anything to address the underlying drivers of climate change – the high-consumption lifestyles of the wealthy and the fossil-fuel powered production system that caters for and encourages their demands.

‘People are not pollution. Blaming too many people for driving climate change is like blaming too many trees for causing bush fires’ (quoting Simon Butler).

But this book does recognize the need for more attention to supporting what might be called a population policy but is better termed the provision of healthcare services that include a strong focus on sexual and reproductive health. ‘When women can make their own fertility choices, without pressure, without coercion, it is better for them, better for their families, better for their communities and better for the world too.’

When the needed equity, justice and genuine democracy mentioned above also means attention to the other needs of low-income groups – for secure housing, adequate livelihoods and access to water and sanitation – we know that this would bring dramatic reductions in infant, child and maternal mortality, and in population growth rates. But this too does not reduce the high-consumption lifestyles of the wealthy.

This is a very readable, jargon-free book that challenges the many myths and inaccuracies about population. In so doing, it also challenges us all to rethink what the real drivers of resource shortages, land degradation and global warming actually are.

David Satterthwaite
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED)
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Introduction

WHEN SHE WAS young, my great-aunt – a tiny, sprightly woman who painted vast canvasses – had wanted to become a nun. Then she met a Flemish poet and they fell in love. She agreed to marry him on one condition: that they had 12 children. True to the old baking tradition, they made 13.

Her niece, my mother, also briefly flirted with the holy life. Her tryst with celibacy was equally convincing. As the eighth of her brood, I approach the subject of global population with a touch of trepidation. By most people’s standard of reasonable family size I really shouldn’t be here.

But then the subject of population – and in particular population growth – is one that seems capable of provoking all kinds of emotions.

Today there are around 7 billion people occupying this planet. That’s up from 5.9 a decade ago. By 2050 it is projected to top 9 billion (see chart).

Talk of ‘overpopulation’ has been with us for some time. Already, in 1798, when there were a mere 978 million people in the world, mathematician Thomas Robert Malthus was warning of an impending catastrophe as human numbers exceeded the capacity to grow food.

He was, as it turned out, wrong. Population increased but so did farming efficiency.

Since then, the global history of counting people has gone through some murky periods, the most extreme human rights abuses having taken place under the mantle of ‘population control’.

Often the real cause of concern was the fact that others – be they people of other races or social classes or religions or political allegiances – were reproducing themselves perhaps at a faster rate.

That attitude is not consigned to history. In 2009 Michael Laws, Mayor of Wanganui District in New
Zealand/Aotearoa, was proposing that in order to tackle the problems of child abuse and murder, members of the ‘appalling underclass’ should be paid not to have children. ‘If we gave $10,000 to certain people and said “we’ll voluntarily sterilize you” then all of society would be better off,’ he told the Dominion Post newspaper.

Most contemporary worries about population are less offensively expressed. For many people the issue is primarily an environmental one. The logic is simple. The more people there are, the more greenhouse gas is emitted, the more damage is done. Any attempts to reduce carbon emissions will be negated by runaway population growth.

Food is another worry. Will there be enough to feed the world? Already one billion of us go hungry – what will it be like when another two or three billion join the planet? Many people are saying it will be a hell. The world is at breaking point; overpopulation will tip us over the edge.

Some are even saying we need fewer people than we currently have. The UK-based Optimum Population
Trust is suggesting that to achieve sustainability we should be aiming to reduce global population by at least 1.7 billion people. The Voluntary Human Extinction Movement goes even further, saying that the best thing anyone can do for the Earth is to stop breeding altogether and give other species a chance at least of surviving the mess we have made.

On the other side are people who point out that such apocalyptic scenarios are not new; that, time and again, fears about population have concealed underlying problems of inequality and have been used to push other agendas, such as anti-immigration. Population is growing, they say, but we humans will do what we have always done faced with challenges: innovate, adapt, get more efficient, and use our ingenuity to survive.

Who is right? Should we be taking more notice of the ever louder clamor of alarm bells? Or is today’s population panic as unfounded and potentially manipulative as earlier panics turned out to be? And is ‘how many’ people the main issue anyway?

Recently, I set out to do a special report on the subject for New Internationalist magazine. Back in the 1980s I’d been involved in producing press kits for the UN Population Fund. But that was a while ago. Since then I’d had only occasional contact with the issue and I didn’t really know what to make of today’s increasingly heated debates.

This book is a journey through what has become a veritable minefield. As the story of global population began to unfold I saw it to be a gripping narrative of life, death, sex, power, religion, money, food and the future of the planet itself.

The story begins with babies... or perhaps a little before that.

Vanessa Baird
Oxford, 2011